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Vision

USN shall be regionally 
based and internationally 
recognised.
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Having wise, knowledgeable citizens is the key to good social develop-
ment. The USN will develop and present new, groundbreaking knowled-
ge and offer education of a high international standard. The university’s 
main profile is profession and work-oriented, providing socially relevant 
education. Its research and education are both characterised by close 
interaction with regional society and working life.

Our eight campuses provide us with unique strength and their locations 
shall enable the university to make higher education and research more 
readily accessible. We shall be an active driving force behind knowled-
ge-based development in partnership with society and working life. 

The university shall highlight social challenges and contribute towards 
solving them by combining research, basic research, education, artistic 
development work, knowledge transfer and innovation. Challenges 
relating to climate change, energy, green value creation, social inequa-
lity, democracy, human rights, sustainability of the welfare state and the 
foundations for a vibrant local environment shall be met with knowledge 
and expertise.

Institutional autonomy, academic freedom and the development and 
transfer of knowledge based on scientific methods, objectivity norms, 
formation, critical reflection, open research and allowing space for 
opposing views are all decisive for the university’s activities.

Social mandate
What role should the USN play in society?
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Close proximity 
to society and 
working life, 
where people 
live and work

Values

At the USN, knowledge and 
competence development takes 
place through collaboration and 
co-creation across disciplines and 
professions, with regional, national 
and international partners.

Our presence on several campuses and 

interaction with our partners allow the USN to 

take a leading role in social developments, 

restructuring and innovation. We offer 

education where people live and work. 
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Sustainable social 
developments require new 
knowledge and new approaches. 
Through creative, interdisciplinary 
working communities, the USN 
shall strengthen research-based 
innovation and cultural, social and 
economic value creation.

Students shall be introduced to creative and 

innovative ways of working. The USN aims to 

promote curiosity, test established knowledge 

and reasoning and serve as a driving force 

behind social involvement and development.

Thanks to our outstanding 
expertise and knowledge, we shall 
provide a knowledge base for 
sustainable social developments; 
climate and environment, 
economic and social conditions. 

Our presence on several campuses and 

interaction with our partners allow the USN to 

take a leading role in social developments, 

restructuring and innovation. We offer 

education where people live and work. 
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Based on our social mandate and our values and in order 
to realise our vision, the USN shall place priority on the 
following:

Strategic objectives  

Universitetets hovedprofil og mål

1

2

3

4

5

Research-based and work-integrated educa-
tion of a high international standard that 
promotes critical reflection and strengthens 
innovative skills.

Several outstanding and internationally 
competitive academic milieux and research at 
a high international level.

Student-active learning processes and 
digital competence in all education.

Flexible education for lifelong learning.

New knowledge, insight and solutions 
relevant to society and working life in the 
short and long term.
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6 Partnership with society and working life and 
becoming a role model for such collaboration.

7 Expertise and knowledge for green 
transitions and sustainable economic, 
social and cultural innovation.
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Importance of the 
strategy for education 
and knowledge transfer
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COMPETENCE FOR A CHANGING SOCIETY AND WORKING LIFE
We develop study programmes in collaboration with our surroundings, include 
work experience in our education programmes, and ensure that our students 
have the competence to develop the social and working life that they become a 
part of.

SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
We shall develop knowledge which highlights the challenges being faced by 
society and working life and which will help to provide solutions in line with the 
UN sustainability goals. Knowledge about global challenges, a high level of 
ethical awareness and a mindset for sustainability characterise all the 
education offered by the USN.

INNOVATIVE WAYS OF WORKING
We promote learning through research-based tuition and learning methods and 
our tuition also includes emphasis on innovation and entrepreneurship. 

DIGITAL COMPETENCE IN A DIGITAL SOCIETY
We develop digital competence in all our education programmes. We offer 
relevant, innovative tuition and learning processes that are adapted to suit our 
digital society.

FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTED EDUCATION 
We make education available to different groups of students and help to remove 
any barriers to access to knowledge and competence. We offer education 
programmes that promote lifelong learning.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION PARTNERSHIPS 
We provide our students with the opportunity to acquire international 
experience through international partnerships.

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER CULTURE                                                                                                                                          
We improve our dialogue with the outside world in order to facilitate a 
knowledge-based public exchange of words, and for enabling knowledge to 
be used.
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USNs strategi og profil skal prege hvordan vi løser våre 
kjerneoppgaver – utdanning, forskning og formidling.

Importance of the strategy 
for r&d, artistic development 
work and innovation 

INTERDISCIPLINARY AND PROFESSIONALLY RELEVANT RESEARCH
We place emphasis on conducting research by engaging in interdisciplinary 
collaboration.

INNOVATION 
We contribute to innovation and cultural, social and economic value creation 
by conducting basic and applied research. We develop the knowledge base 
required for new mindsets, solutions, services, practices, processes and 
products in cooperation with the public, private and voluntary sectors.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH COLLABORATION 
We participate in international research and development networks and 
establish partnerships in order to strengthen research collaboration across 
national borders.

GROUNDBREAKING AND SUSTAINABILITY-ENHANCING RESEARCH
We carry out research and development work of a high international standard 
that promotes sustainable social change in order to deal with climate and 
environmental challenges and contribute towards social inclusion, levelling 
out social inequality, sustainability of the welfare state and vibrant local 
communities.

NEW MODELS FOR CO-CREATION AND INTERACTION
We develop new knowledge by engaging in new, creative forms of 
cooperation in regional and national partnerships. 
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Knowledge now 
and in the future
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